
DISSERTATION BINDING SERVICE BRISTOL

Binding and finishing. We offer a comprehensive range of in-house finishing services to give your document a
professional look.

Please call us on for further advice or information. Comb binding: Holes punched down the spine and a black
plastic spiral comb. If your document is larger than this and needs to be bound in one volume we may still be
able to help but the turnaround time will need to be extended. If printing yourself and are only using our
binding service please use good quality paper and keep the documents flat. Do I need to give advance notice?
Laminating We can laminate sheets from size A6 to A0, as well as bespoke sizes up to mm wide and of
varying length. We can do that as well. Close to the University on the Clifton Triangle Need an accompanying
academic poster? We use a durable mic gloss film that provides UV protection. Dissertation and Report
Printing Our printers are new top of the range Xerox digital printers, calibrated to give you the top quality
result you need. We offer a comprehensive range of in-house finishing services to give your document a
professional look. Spine width should not exceed 50mm. Also remember we can send belongings home at the
end of term Worldwide for the cheapest rates. On receipt of payment we will proceed with your print job
normally 24 hours required to complete print jobs. Collection and delivery Please collect your dissertation
from Print Services. You will first need to check which type of binding is required for your type of submission
â€” ie an undergraduate dissertation may need to be bound differently to a postgraduate thesis. Google will
find it quickly. We are unable to determine this at Printing and Stationery Services. Makes a great present for
parents. We can bind a maximum of sheets of A4 80gsm paper in a document. Embossed with gold lettering
on the front and on the spine printing on the spine may not be possible if your document is very small. Student
event materials We can help with all types of printed promotional materials for student-related events. We can
print to your choice for stock from budget 80gm to luxury coated heavy stocks from - gm. It works just like a
print driver. We can bind a maximum of sheets of A4 80gsm paper. For more information on sending your
belongings home click here. Pages are glued on the spine and placed into a printed cover. Up to sheets per
book minimum 90 sheets to allow for printing on spine. Up to sheets min 30 sheets. Detailed content that
requires a larger, A3 format such as diagrams can be accommodated by folding an A3 sheet to A4 size. Fast -
we can do small printing jobs while you wait and larger jobs usually between 24 - 48 hours. Can you include a
CD with my dissertation? Digicoil binding The digicoil is a continuous black plastic spiral which is inserted
down the left hand side of the document. Wire binding: Holes punched down the spine and a black metal wire.
Our PrintWorks Shop on the fourth floor of the Library, Frenchay Campus, can provide fast turnaround for
your digicoil and tape bound dissertations. Other finishing services. Please ask for timescales at the time of
ordering. Our design solutions range from creating or converting PDFs from your own artwork, and desk top
publishing With acetate front and plain card back.


